DOUBLE TROUBLE exhibits the work of five artists
working in painting, sculpture, photography, and
installation. These artworks reflect on the idea of
the double—as mirror, repetition, second skin, or
iteration—in ways that wrestle with representation
and self-definition.
The doubled body asserts a special fascination for us. Revealed in countless works of
film, literature and other arts, the doppelgänger provokes the terrifying possibility that
we are not in control of ourselves and indeed, to our horror, that this other untethered
self operates unbeholden to our desired aims and fancies. The stunt double or body
double, by contrast, performs a kind of service, inhabiting a pseudo-self in order to
perform a dangerous or unwanted task, providing distance and the opportunity to
“see” another self in the world.

In Sascha Braunig’s paintings, wraithlike figures wrestle within the pictorial frame,
pulling and tugging at swathes of fabric that alternately take on the shape of dresses,
theatrical curtains, or the cordage or yarn of textile construction. These cloth cues
seem to be at once living adversary and two-dimensional ruse— the real flesh of
the figure slips free. In Medusa (2021), muscular jade fabric is pulled from the base
of the frame upwards, taut and cinched so as to be uninhabitable; a figurative
apparition navigates this reductive waist at the top of the frame. In Fountain (2021),
another figure defined by a dimensional dotted line circulates within and around
a cut out form, seeking purchase but not finding it, negotiating the crisp pictorial
limitations. Performing their elastic drama, the figures in these paintings implicate
our own bodies by way of mirroring them, and ask questions about the normative
texts of femininity. Braunig’s figures— cinching and being cinched, alternately barbed

Much like the literary or filmic character of the doppelgänger or stunt double, the body
shaped by societal expectations, assumptions, and stereotypes, is rarely at rest with
a felt sense of who we are. We are constrained within this other self; constructed by
the limited lenses of gender, race, or nationality, for example; inhabiting a body double
composed of countless compromises and personal elections for safety, security, and
success.

and nimble— struggle with not-fitting, yet, like a trickster figure or harlequin, slyly use
their wit and intelligence to contest a system that can at times seem more powerful
than they are.

SONIA ALMEIDA, Dancing Score, Oil on plywood, Diptych, each panel 63 x 47.5 in., 2021

In Joiri Minaya’s Container series (2015–2020), popular poses found when the words
“Dominican women” are searched on the web are transformed into fabric bodysuits.
The bodysuits are then reinhabited by the artist; the fabric limits and contains by
restricting movement to a specified form. In shaping their wearer’s body these
containers physically reenact the constraints of preconceived roles; the tension felt
by the delimited body is palpable. The constraints are amplified by a realization that
most of the bodysuits do not have openings for a mouth; such preconceived roles
often require one’s silence. In Container #4 (2020), through all of these inhibitions,
the eyes of the figure look back penetrating and clear; the subject steadily returns
your regard, mocking any interpretations of acquiescence and questioning viewer
complicity. Performative in nature, the tableaux take place in constructed landscapes
that appear natural but are not, and use fabrics that mimic tropical nature. In the
gallery, the photographs are installed on grounds of similar cloth, echoing these false
constructions of the natural. As a means to turn the Gaze back on itself, challenging
the othering representations of Dominican women, the works only seem to conform.
In fact, Minaya elects to inhabit these forms to undermine them. In mirroring the
Gaze back at the patriarchal and imperial structures that other and exoticize, the
photographs reassert their agency and power.

Using this area of conflict and self-construction as a site of resistance to given scripts
and preconceived bodies, the artists in DOUBLE TROUBLE claim the power of the
doubled body to upend perceptual habits, move the boundaries of the assumed,
challenge notions of identity, perform sleights of hand, and to joyously assert new
ways of seeing ourselves.
Dance diagrams step across Sonia Almeida’s paintings, bridging the gap between
diptych surfaces, for example, in Dancing Score (2021). Both instructional and
participatory, inviting us to move as the painter moves, and directly recalling Andy
Warhol’s Dance Diagrams series from the early 60s, these diagrams also offer a
structure, a constraint. One is invited to enter into and inhabit this form, taking on the
shape of the dance. In another of Almeida’s works, Pacing Score (2021), these dance
schematics are not present, yet an abstracted musical staff instead conveys a sense
of movement and duration. Hovering in the upper righthand corner of the frame, a
clock establishes a temporal metric. Much like a station clock used for keeping time
for trains, the clock here can be seen as an organizing construct, something that
defines or articulates our rhythms. Almeida’s paintings conflate multiple languages,
each symbolic system framing meaning differently, and invite us to rethink our own
meaning-making systems. Alluding to limitations and hierarchies, the fragmented
forms, articulated marks, and symbols reveal the power encoded in these structures
and suggest our agency to act within or against them.

Lucy Kim’s sculptural painting series Auto-Synthetic, confronts hidden assumptions
locked within processes of image-making. As a representation, a painting or a
photograph necessarily flatten a three-dimensional subject through illusionistic
means. At the same time a photographic document or, as in the case of Kim’s work,
a sculptural cast, retain an aura of the indexical; they read as a record of the real
world. By working with flattened casts of her own body, Kim’s work interrupts a
transition from three-dimensional to two-dimensional image-making, calling attention
to the violence inherent in certain forms of representation. In Auto-Synthetic
(Wooden Birds) (2018), a series of painted wooden duck forms descend diagonally
across the sculptural cast. Like decoys, they seem to float across the surface as
mirage or projection. This painterly skin sits on top of and complicates the sculptural
form below where every wrinkle of fabric is retained, each fingernail and nostril, the
pinna of the ear. A pair of glasses rests above the head. This cast— deformed by a
pressure that strives to render it two dimensional, and suspended within a metal
frame— is the same one used throughout the series. In each case, the surface skin
competes for visual primacy with the three dimensional form, in one work this conflict
even seems to burst into flames. Replete with dark humor, the works call to mind
Ludwig Wittgenstein’s reflections on the “rabbit-duck illusion”, and present questions
regarding ways of seeing, perception, and interpretation.

SASCHA BRAUNIG, Medusa, Oil on linen over panel, 39 x 60 in., 2021.

JOIRI MINAYA, Container #7, Archival pigment print 40 x 60 in., 2020. Container #5, Archival pigment print
40 x 60 in., 2020.

In Bianca Beck’s sculptural work, colossal abstract figurative forms tower over the
viewer, commanding attention and claiming space. Move around the figures, and
they shift and transform; a singular viewpoint is never confirmed. What seemed to be
an elbow is perhaps a knee; the suggestion of hipbone conflates with rib; energetic
limbs extend into the gallery and take form as suggestions, they seem to make it up

LUCY KIM, Left: Auto-Synthetic (Orange), Oil paint, acrylic paint, urethane resin, epoxy, fiberglass, powdercoated aluminum frame, 37 x 23.5 x 2 in., 2018. Detail on Cover. Center: Auto-Synthetic (Wooden Birds),
Oil paint, acrylic paint, urethane resin, epoxy, fiberglass, powder-coated aluminum frame 37 x 23.5 x 2 in.,
2018. Right: Auto-Synthetic (Cracked and Caked), Oil paint, acrylic paint, urethane resin, epoxy, fiberglass,
powder-coated aluminum frame 37 x 23.5 x 2 in., 2018.

as they go along. Constructed of approachable materials— wood and wire armatures,
papier-mâché, paint in vibrating hues— the sculptures feel uninhibited and free. This
exuberance is amplified by brilliant splashes of color; Beck’s expressionist handling
of paint both amplifies and complicates the sculptural forms. Untitled (2021) seems
to lounge casually within the center of the gallery. A fat acid green line operates like
a highlighter along the visual edge of the form; a salmon pink sac-like shape appears
to ease toward the floor. In another work, the abstracted form seems to thrust out
its chest and stride forward, hands on hips. Imagining whole bodies— transforming,
fluid, and queer— is part of Beck’s project. These sculptures joyously strike a pose,
asserting their fully articulated presence, they celebrate and connect with the viewer.
Capturing one’s attention singularly, and interacting with each other in dynamic
and riveting ways, each of these works wrestles with the double, eliciting strength,
incisive method, and joy. Through their works in DOUBLE TROUBLE, these five
artists propel us to consider the transformative power of “troubling” the boundaries
that limit and constrain us.

BIANCA BECK, Untitled, Wood, wire, papier-mâché, acrylic paint, oil paint, 67.5 x 96.5 x 48 in., 2021.

DOUBLE TROUBLE, is organized by Director of Exhibitions Julie Poitras Santos and
realized with the assistance of Assistant Director Nikki Rayburn. The exhibition is on
view from July 8 –September 17, 2021 at the Institute of Contemporary Art at Maine
College of Art.

SONIA ALMEIDA (b. 1978, Lisbon, Portugal) lives and works in Arlington, MA. Solo
exhibitions include: Simone Subal Gallery, New York, NY; MIT List Visual Arts Center,
Cambridge, MA; T293, Rome, Italy; Chiado 8, Culturgest, Lisbon, Portugal; Croxhapox,
Gent, Belgium. Group shows include: Nuno Centeno Gallery, Porto, Portugal
(forthcoming); Museu Julio Pomar, Lisbon, Portugal (forthcoming); All That I Want–
Portuguese Female Artists from 1900 to 2020, Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, Lisbon;
Pina, Vienna, Austria; Tørreloft, Copenhagen, Denmark; Grimm, New York; Lesley
University, Cambridge; Tufts University Art Galleries, Boston; Carpenter Center for
the Visual Arts at Harvard University, Cambridge; ICA Boston; The Serralves Museum
of Contemporary Art, Porto, Portugal: Simone Subal Gallery, New York, NY; Serralves
Museum, Oporto, Portugal; DeCordova Biennial, deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum,
Boston, MA; Carl Freedman Gallery, London, UK; Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York,
NY; Muzeul National de Arta Cluj-Napoca, Romania; Prague Biennale 5, Prague, Czech
Republic; Centrum Sztuki Współczesnej Zamek Ujazdowski, Warsaw, Poland; Portugal
Arte 10, Lisbon; Southfirst Gallery, Brooklyn, New York; EDP Novos Artistas, Lisbon,
Portugal; Standard, Norway.

BIANCA BECK, Untitled, Wood, wire, papier-mâché, acrylic paint, oil paint, 84 x 52 x 31 in., 2021. Right: SASCHA
BRAUNIG, Fountain, Oil on linen over panel 48 x 60 in., 2021.

SASCHA BRAUNIG, Left: The Fitting, Oil on linen over panel, 36 x 52 in., 2021. Center: Medusa, Oil on linen
over panel, 39 x 60 in., 2021. Right: Study for Medusa, Oil on linen over panel, 11 x 14 in., 2021.

BIANCA BECK (b. 1979, Columbus, OH) earned a BFA from Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA and an MFA from Yale University, New Haven, CT. The artist has
participated in exhibitions at Art Omi Sculpture Park, Ghent, NY; Opelvillen Rüsselsheim,
Rüsselsheim, Germany; V1 Gallery, Copenhagen, Denmark; the FLAG Art Foundation,
New York, NY; White Columns, New York, NY; and Cheim & Read, New York, NY; among
others. Beck is the recipient of numerous awards and fellowships, including the Helen
Winternitz Award for Excellence in Painting at Yale University, New Haven, CT; The
Ox-Bow School of Art Fellowship Program, Saugatuck, MI; and Artist-in-Residence
at Complimenta, Ithaca, NY. Her work is in the permanent collection of the Dallas Art
Museum, Dallas, TX. Beck currently lives and works in Portland, ME.

LUCY KIM (b. 1978, Seoul, South Korea) received her BFA from Rhode Island School of
Design, and her MFA in Painting and Printmaking from Yale University. Recent exhibitions
of her work were held at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, MA; Broad Institute of
MIT and Harvard, Cambridge, MA; Institute of Fine Arts at New York University, New York,
NY; deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum, Lincoln, MA; Tufts University Art Gallery,
Medford, MA; Tang Teaching Museum at Skidmore, Saratoga Springs, NY; Brooklyn
Academy of Music, Brooklyn, NY; Galerie Pact, Paris, France; Lundgren Gallery, Mallorca,
Spain; Lisa Cooley, New York, NY; Fused/Jessica Silverman Gallery, San Francisco, CA;
Lyles and King, New York, NY among others. She is a recipient of the ICA Boston’s James
and Audrey Foster Prize, Artadia Award, MacDowell Fellowship, Mass Cultural Council
Grant, Hermitage Fellowship, and Ellen Battell Stoeckel Fellowship. From 2018 to 2021,
Kim was an Artist-in-Residence at the Broad Institute. Reviews and features on Kim’s work
have been published in The New Yorker, Juxtapoz, Bomb Magazine, The Boston Globe,
The Brooklyn Rail, Art Papers, ARTNews, and Artforum, among others. Her work is in the
collections of the Institute of Contemporary Art Boston, Kadist Foundation, Museum of
Fine Arts Boston, and the New York Public Library. Kim is an Associate Professor of Art in
Painting at Boston University, and Affiliated Faculty at the BU Center for Antiracist Research.

JOIRI MINAYA, Container #3, Archival pigment print 40 x 60 in., 2017. Container #6, Archival pigment print 40 x
60 in., 2020.

SASCHA BRAUNIG (b. 1983, Qualicum Beach, BC, Canada) lives and maintains a studio
in Portland, ME. She holds a BFA from The Cooper Union and an MFA in painting from
Yale University. Braunig was awarded a studio residency from the Sharpe-Walentas
Studio Program in 2016–2017, a Pollock-Krasner Foundation award in 2016, and a
Macdowell Colony Fellowship in 2013. Solo exhibitions include “Bad Latch,” Atlanta
Contemporary (2017); “Shivers,” MOMA PS1 (2016); and “Torsion,” Kunsthall Stavanger,
Norway (2015). Selected group exhibitions include: “An Assembly of Shapes,” Oakville
Galleries, Oakville, ON, Canada; “PMA Biennial,” Portland Museum of Art, ME (both
2018); “Dreamers Awake,” White Cube, London; “NGV Triennial,” National Gallery of
Victoria, Melbourne, Australia; “The Trick Brain,” Aïshti Foundation, Beirut, Lebanon
(2017); “Stranger,” Museum of Contemporary Art Cleveland, OH (2016); “Surround
Audience: 2015 New Museum Triennial,” New Museum, New York, NY (2015); “A Top Hat,
A Monocle, and A Butterfly,” Etablissement d’en face projects, Brussels, Belgium; and
“Surreal Selves,” Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore, MD (2013). Her works are in the
permanent collections of the Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore; Fondazione Memmo,
Rome; National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; Aïshti Foundation, Beirut; and Allen
Memorial Art Museum, Oberlin, Ohio.
SONIA ALMEIDA, Pacing Score, Oil on plywood, Diptych, each panel 63 x 47.5 in., 2021.

JOIRI MINAYA (b. 1990, New York, NY) is a Dominican-United Statesian multi-disciplinary
artist whose works destabilize historic and contemporary representations of an imagined
tropical identity. Born in New York, U.S, she grew up in the Dominican Republic, graduating
from the Escuela Nacional de Artes Visuales of Santo Domingo (2009), Altos de Chavón
School of Design (2011) and Parsons the New School for Design (2013). She has participated
in residencies like Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture, Guttenberg Arts, Smack
Mellon, BronxArtSpace, Bronx Museum AIM Program, the NYFA Mentoring Program for
Immigrant Artists, Transmedia Lab at MA Scène Nationale, Red Bull House of Art Detroit,
Lower East Side Printshop, Art Omi, ISCP and Vermont Studio Center. Minaya has exhibited
internationally across the Caribbean and the U.S. She is a recent recipient of grants from
Jerome Hill, NY Artadia and the BRIC’s Colene Brown Art Prize, as well as a Nancy Graves
Foundation Grant, a Rema Hort Mann Foundation Emerging Artist Grant, the Joan Mitchell
Foundation Painters and Sculptors Grants, Socrates Sculpture Park Emerging Artist
Fellowship, the Great Prize of the XXV Concurso de Arte Eduardo León Jimenes, and
the Great Prize of the XXVII Biennial at the Museo de Arte Moderno (D.R).
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